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									Luxtower at the 31st Assodimi Congress on September 29th.
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									NEWS // 26.10.2022

									

									Luxtower Technology turns Green
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									NEWS // 25.10.2022

									

									LUX C23B // Full Battery powered 
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Luxtower is the production branch of META Srl, an Italian company with forty years of experience in the rental industry, whose processes are ISO 9001 certified.

                            Via Strada Nuova, 28
27050 Codevilla (PV) - Italy

                            T +39 0383 365544 - F +39 0383 49702

                            info@luxtower.com
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		Chat with us
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			Luxtower


			Welcome, we are available! 
 Write us your questions.			
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